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Abstract A conventional camera has a limited depth of field
(DOF), which often results in defocus blur and loss of im-
age detail. The technique of image refocusing allows a user
to interactively change the plane of focus and DOF of an im-
age after it is captured. One way to achieve refocusing is to
capture the entire light field. But this requires a significant
compromise of spatial resolution. This is because of the di-
mensionality gap - the captured information (a light field) is
4-D, while the information required for refocusing (a focal
stack) is only 3-D.
In this paper, we present an imaging system that directly
captures a focal stack by physically sweeping the focal plane.
We first describe how to sweep the focal plane so that the
aggregate DOF of the focal stack covers the entire desired
depth range without gaps or overlaps. Since the focal stack is
captured in a duration of time when scene objects can move,
we refer to the captured focal stack as a duration focal stack.
We then propose an algorithm for computing a space-time
in-focus index map from the focal stack, which represents
the time at which each pixel is best focused. The algorithm
is designed to enable a seamless refocusing experience, even
for textureless regions and at depth discontinuities.
We have implemented two prototype focal-sweep cam-
eras and captured several duration focal stacks. Results ob-
tained using our method can be viewed at www.focalsweep.
com.
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1 Introduction
Traditionally, photography has required photographers to choose
a wide range of parameters before taking a photo. These
parameters are related to composition, depth of field, dy-
namic range, etc. The end result is a fixed photograph over
which viewers have little control. This paradigm is chang-
ing. With the advent of computational photography and in-
teractive displays, we are entering a new era in photography
where it is possible for viewers to explore the scene after
it has been captured. For example, recent commercial light
field cameras, such as the LytroTM, enable a viewer to in-
teractively control the depth of field (or focus setting) of a
photograph after capture. This type of viewer control is re-
ferred to as refocusing.
The basic representation used to facilitate refocusing is
a focal stack – a sequence of images of the scene that are
captured at different focus settings. One way to create a fo-
cal stack is to compute it from a light field (Gortler et al.,
1996; Levoy and Hanrahan, 1996). For example, a plenoptic
camera (Lippmann, 1908; Ng et al., 2005) uses a lens array
in the imaging pipeline to capture a 4-D light field within a
single 2-D image. The captured 4-D light field can then be
used to render a focal stack for image refocusing. But this
results in a significant sacrifice of image resolution. This
is due to the dimensionality gap between the captured and
required information – while the light field is 4-D, the fo-
cal stack is only 3-D. In short, for refocusing, a light field
camera captures more information than is needed and hence
compromises more spatial resolution than necessary.
In this paper, we propose using an imaging system that
directly captures a focal stack for refocusing by physically
sweeping its focal plane across a scene. Such a system is
2called a focal sweep camera. The captured stack of images
is referred to as a duration focal stack – images of a pos-
sibly dynamic scene captured while the plane of focus is
swept through it. We have explored the information embed-
ded within a duration focal stack and developed an algorithm
for computing a depth map which, in the case of a dynamic
scene, includes depth values that correspond to different in-
stants of time. This depth map is used as an index map to
facilitate post-focusing over space and time – we refer to
this as space-time refocusing.
The proposed space-time refocusing technique differs
from the light field based refocusing techniques in two as-
pects. First, while the focal stack produced by a light field
camera (such as a plenoptic camera) corresponds to a sin-
gle instant of time, the focal stack captured by a focal sweep
camera corresponds to a finite duration of time and hence in-
cludes scene motion. While capturing an instant of time can
be beneficial in some situations, capturing a duration of time
results in a unique and appealing user experience – viewers
perceive scene dynamics along with scene depth while refo-
cusing. Second, a focal sweep camera captures focal stacks
directly. This preserves sensor spatial resolution, saves a sig-
nificant amount of computation power and time for focal
stack rendering, and avoids all possible focal stack rendering
artifacts, which are common in most rendering techniques.
The following are the main contributions of our paper.
An efficient depth range sampling strategy. Since scene
motion and camera shake can lead to motion blur in the cap-
tured images, it is important to capture the entire focal stack
in the shortest possible time. We present a strategy of focal
sweep imaging that samples a desired depth range in a com-
plete and efficient manner. Completeness means the aggre-
gate DOF of the focal stack covers the entire desired depth
range, and efficiency means using the smallest number of
images to cover the complete depth range. Given a desired
depth range and the intrinsic parameters of a camera, the
strategy can be used to compute the speed of sensor transla-
tion and the number of images needed to cover the desired
depth range.
An algorithm to generate robust index-maps for re-
focusing. We present an algorithm to compute an in-focus
index map from a duration focal stack. One major challenge
of the algorithm design is to reliably measure the amount of
focus even on regions of no texture (or weak texture). The
fundamental difficulty is that a region of no texture appears
similar across various focus levels, and thus requires a large
support for focus measurement. The increase of support size
not only results in an index map of lower resolution, but also
causes severe scale-space effect (Perona and Malik, 1990).
Scale-space effect leads to ambiguious focus measure at dif-
ferent support sizes, especially in textured regions and depth
boundaries. Note that while existing applications such as ex-
tended depth of field are fairly tolerant to inaccurate depth
in textureless regions (Agarwala et al., 2004; Kutulakos and
Hasinoff, 2009), it is critical for refocusing to have a reason-
ably good index map even in regions of weak or no texture
to enable a seamless refocusing experience.
We have built two prototypes of the focal sweep camera
and used them to capture a variety of scenes. We have also
implemented the imaging processing pipeline and a click-
to-refocus duration focal stack viewer. Several interactive
photos captured using a focal sweep camera are available
at www.focalsweep.com.
2 Related Work
2.1 Focal Sweep and Focal Stack
A conventional lens camera has a limited depth of field. A
variety of techniques have been proposed to extend depth of
field in the past few decades (Castro and Ojeda-Castan˜eda,
2004; Cossairt et al., 2010; Dowski and Cathey, 1995; George
and Chi, 2003; Guichard et al., 2009; Indebetouw and Bai,
1984; Mouroulis, 2008; Nagahara et al., 2008; Poon and
Motamedi, 1987). One way to capture an extended depth
of field (EDOF) image is focal sweep. A focal sweep EDOF
camera captures a single image while its focus is quickly
swept over a large range of depth. Hausler (1972) extended
DOF of a microscope by translating the specimen along the
optical axis during image exposure. Nagahara et al. (2008)
extended DOF for consumer photography by sweeping the
image sensor. Nagahara et al. (2008) also showed that the
point-spread-function (PSF) of a focal sweep camera is nearly
depth-invariant, allowing one to deconvolve a captured im-
age with a single PSF to recover a sharp image without
knowing the 3D structure of the scene. We develop a sim-
ilar imaging system as in Nagahara et al. (2008), but use it
to capture image stacks for image refocusing, instead of a
single image for extending DOF.
Several techniques have been proposed to capture a stack
of images for EDOF and 3D reconstruction. In deconvolu-
tion microscopy, for example, a stack of images of the spec-
imen are captured at different focus settings to form a 3D
image (McNally et al., 1999; Sibarita, 2005). The 3D PSF
in 3D focal images is shown to be a depth-invariant double-
cone. By deconvolving with the 3D PSF, a sharp 3D micro-
scopic image can be recovered.
To produce an all-in-focus image from a focal stack,
Kuthirummal et al. (2011) average all images in a focal stack
and then recover an all-in-focus images by deconvolution.
The average image is the same as that captured by an EDOF
focal sweep camera. Guichard et al. (2009) and Cossairt and
Nayar (2010) make use of chromatic aberration by captur-
ing images corresponding to different foci in the three color
channels within a single shot, and then combining the sharp-
ness from all color channels to produce an all-in-focus im-
3age. Agarwala et al. (2004) propose using a global maxi-
mum contrast image objective to merge a focal stack into a
single all-in-focus image.
Hasinoff et al. (2009) compare various capture strategies
for reducing defocus blur in a comprehensive framework
where both sensor noise and deblurring error are taken into
account. Their analysis and subsequent analysis in (Kutu-
lakos and Hasinoff, 2009) show that for extending DOF, fo-
cal stack photography has two performance advantages over
one-shot photography: 1) it allows one to capture a given
DOF faster; and 2) it achieves higher signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR) for a given exposure time.
Hasinoff and Kutulakos (2009) consider the problem of
minimizing the time to capture a scene with a given DOF
and a given exposure level. This is related to the optimiza-
tion that we use to minimize the time required to capture a
focal stack. While Hasinoff and Kutulakos (2009) are inter-
ested in determining the F-numbers and the number of im-
ages for spanning a given DOF, we are interested in finding
the optimal translation speed of the sensor.
Kutulakos and Hasinoff (2009) use a similar algorithm
as in Agarwala et al. (2004) to compute EDOF images from
focal stacks by assuming that scenes are static. Their algo-
rithms are optimized to produce artifact-free images with
minimal blur. Our goal is diffeent – our algorithm is de-
signed to faciliate a seamless refocusing experience.
2.2 Light Field Camera and Image Refocusing
The concept of light field has a long history. In the early
20th century, Lippmann (1908) and Ives (1930) proposed
plenoptic camera designs to capture light fields. The idea of
light field resurfaced in the fields of computer vision and
graphic in the late 1990s when Levoy and Hanrahan (1996)
and Gortler et al. (1996) described the 4D parameterization
of light fields and showed how new views can be rendered
by using light field data.
A number of light field cameras have been implemented
in recent years. Levoy et al. (2006) used a plenoptic camera
to capture the light field of specimens and proposed algo-
rithms to compute a focal stack from a single light field im-
age, which can be processed as in deconvolution microscopy
to produce a sharp 3D volume. Ng et al. (2005) and Ng
(2006) used the same plenoptic camera design to demon-
strate its application in digital refocusing. Georgeiv et al.
(2006) and Georgiev and Intwala (2006) showed a number
of variants of light field camera designs with different trade-
offs between spatial and angular resolution. Light field cam-
eras have also been built using camera arrays (Wilburn et al.,
2005).
Light fields can be used for various applications, includ-
ing 3D display (Javidi and Okano, 2002; Matusik and Pfis-
ter, 2004), synthetic aperture photography (Isaksen et al.,
2000), glare reduction (Raskar et al., 2008), etc. Light fields
can also be used to render a focal stack for image refocusing.
However, light field cameras like plenoptic cameras capture
4D light fields, while image refocusing only requires 3D fo-
cal stacks. For this dimensionality gap, light field cameras
capture more information than is needed and significantly
sacrifice image spatial resolution.
2.3 Depth from Focus or Defocus
Two other techniques closely related to our proposed tech-
nique are depth from focus and depth from defocus. Instead
of capturing a complete focal stack, depth from focus or de-
focus captures only a few images with varying focus settings
or aperture patterns and uses focus as a cue to compute depth
maps of scenes (Chaudhuri and Rajagopalan, 1999; Nayar
et al., 1996; Pentland, 1987; Rajagopalan and Chaudhuri,
1997; Zhou et al., 2009).
One key component of depth from focus is to compute
focus measure reliably. Focus measure is a measurement of
the sharpness of an image patch. Numerous methods such as
the Laplacian of the Gaussian, the difference of the Gaussian
have been proposed to compute focus measure. There are
several difficulties associated with computing focus mea-
sure reliablely. The scale-space effect (Perona and Malik,
1990) presents a major difficulty since it can lead to am-
biguities of focus measure at different scales. In addition,
image patches at depth discontinuities may cross multiple
depth layers and make focus measure inaccurate. Further-
more, since focus measure does not reveal anything about
depth in non-textured regions, techniques such as plane fit-
ting (Tao et al., 2001), graph-cut (Boykov and Kolmogorov,
2004), and belief prorogation (Yedidia et al., 2001)) have
been employed to fill the resulting holes in depth maps.
3 3D Focal Volume and the Sampling Strategy for
Refocusing
A 3D (XYT) focal volume, which is the concatenation of all
the images in a focal stack along the temporal dimension,
encodes more visual information about a scene than does a
single image. Figure 1 (a) shows a 3D focal volume of a
synthetic scene of colored balls in motion and (b) shows one
2D XT slice of the 3D focal volume. In focal sweep, axial
object motion (along the optical axis) is usually negligible
compared with the motion of the focal plane. As a result, in
the 2D XT slice each ball appears as a double-cone, and balls
with lateral motion (perpendicular to the optical axis) result
in titled double-cones. By finding the apex of every double-
cone in the 3D focal volume (shown as a yellow band in
Figure 1 (b)), we can obtain an all-in-focus image. For a
static scene, an all-in-focus image is an extended depth of
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Fig. 1 (a) A space-time focus volume of a synthetic scene with color
balls with motion. The balls move as the focus changes with time (in
the T dimension). (b) A 2D XT slice of the 3D volume, in which each
small ball appears as a double-cone. The double-cones corresponding
to moving balls are tilted. (c) Integrating the volume along the T di-
mension produces an image like the one captured by a focal-sweep
EDOF camera (prior to processing). Each object appears sharp in the
EDOF image regardless of its depth.
field image. For a dynamic scene, an all-in-focus image may
consist of scene points corresponding to different instants of
time, thus we refer to it as a space-time in-focus image.
Capturing a stack of well-lit images is difficult because
of possible camera or scene motion. Large scene motions
make it difficult to process and analyze the captured 3D
focal volumes. Therefore, it is better to minimize the total
capture time so as to minimize the amount of motion dur-
ing capture. To this end, we devise an efficient focal sweep
strategy to sample a desired depth range.
3.1 Sampling depth range
Within a given time budget, the number of images that can
be captured is limited by sensor frame-rate and signal-to-
noise (SNR) considerations. In addition, to ensure that all
scene points are focused in at least one of the images in
a focal stack, one must capture a focal stack such that the
combined depth of field of a focal stack covers the entire de-
sired depth range. In essence, the constraints above forms a
sampling problem of a desired depth range. We argue that
an ideal sampling strategy should satisfy the following two
conditions:
– Completeness: the aggregated DOFs of all captured im-
ages should cover the entire desired depth range. If the










denotes a union operation and ⊇ denotes su-
perset.
– Efficiency: No two DOFs should overlap, so that the











Hasinoff and Kutulakos (2009) refers to an image se-
quence as Sequence with Sequential DOFs, if the end-point
of one image’s DOF is the start-point of the next image’s
DOF. The ideal capture sequence described above is a se-
quence with sequential DOFs that covers the entire desired
depth range.
We start our DOF analysis from the Thin Lens Law,
1/f = 1/u+ 1/z, where f is the focal length of the lens, u
is the sensor-lens distance, and z is the object distance. As
in common practice, we transform the equation to the recip-
rocal domain fˆ = uˆ + zˆ, where xˆ = 1/x. In its reciprocal
form, the Thin Lens Law becomes a linear equation. The re-
ciprocal of object distance, zˆ, is often expressed in the unit
of diopter (1/m). Depth of field, [z1, z2], is the depth range
in which the blur radius is less than the circle of confusion,
c. In this paper, we use the pixel size as the diameter of cir-
cle of confusion (common practice in imaging). For a given
sensor-lens distance uˆ, the DOF in the reciprocal domain, zˆ1
and zˆ2, can be expressed as:
zˆ1 = zˆ + uˆ · c/A (3)
zˆ2 = zˆ − uˆ · c/A (4)
where A is the diameter of the lens aperture. Both the posi-
tion and the range of DOF change with the sensor position.
Figure 2 (a) shows the geometry of DOF for sensor posi-
tions u on the left and illustrates the DOF in the reciprocal
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Fig. 2 Efficient and complete focus sampling. (a) Left: A geometrical
illustration of depth of field. Objects in the range [Z1, Z2] will appear
focused when u and z satisfy the Thin Lens Law. Right: The Thin Lens
Law is shown as an yellow line in the reciprocal domain.Z1 andZ2 can
be easily located in the reciprocal domain (or in diopter) by Eqn 3 and
Eqn 4. (b) In order to have an efficient and complete focus sampling,
the DOFs of consecutive sensor positions (e.g., vˆi−1, vˆi, vˆi+1) must
have no gap or overlap.
the Thin Lens Law. According to Equation 3 and Equation
4, for an arbitrary sensor position uˆ, the size of DOF in the
reciprocal domain is ∆ = 2 · uˆ · c/A.
For an efficient and complete sampling, we require that
each pair of consecutive DOFs have no overlap and no gap
as shown in Figure 2 (b). According to the Thin Lens Law,
we have
|uˆi − uˆi+1| = |(fˆ − zˆi)− (fˆ − zˆi+1)| (5)
|uˆi − uˆi+1| = |zˆi − zˆi+1|, (6)
And then for Eqn 3 and Eqn 4, we derive:
|uˆi − uˆi+1| = (uˆi + uˆi+1) · c/A, (7)
where uˆi and uˆi+1 are the sensor positions of two consecu-
tive DOFs.
In consumer photography, we have z  u and so uˆi ≈
fˆ . By approximating Equation 7 we have:
uˆi · uˆi+1 · |uˆi − uˆi+1| =uˆi · uˆi+1 · (uˆi + uˆi+1) · c/A (8)
|ui+1 − ui| =(ui + ui+1) · c/A (9)
δu ≈2 · f · c/A (10)
δu ≈2 · c ·N, (11)
where N = f/A is the f-number of the lens. Equation 11
suggests that an efficient and complete sampling strategy
should move the sensor by a constant distance δu between
every consecutive image captures. The moving distance is
determined by the pixel size c and f-number N . Notice that
this is a constant step in the normal domain, no longer in the
reciprocal domain. Hence, if a camera operates at a constant
frame-rate P , the ideal strategy to sample the desired depth




= 2 · c ·N · P. (12)
3.2 Refocusing and In-focus Index Map
Let F1, F2, ..., Ft be the t images of resolution M ×N in a
focal stack. Let i = refocus(p) be a function which takes
a pixel location p = (x, y) as input, and returns an index
i ∈ 1, 2, . . . , t, such that p is best focused in Fi. An index
map IMap(p) is a 2D M ×N matrix which stores the pre-
computed result of refocus(p) for each p. When an inter-
active display receives a refocusing request at p, the display
shows F{IMap(p)}.
If the scene is static, each pixel location p corresponds
to a single scene point. In this case, there is a unique image
index i such that Fi(p) is the best focused, and the function
refocus(p) is well-defined. However, if the scene is chang-
ing, a p may correspond to multiple scene points in the du-
ration focal stack. In this case, there may be multiple image
indices for which p is in focus.
One way to resolve the ambiguity mentioned above is
by explicitly considering the motion of points in a scene. In
order to do this, when the user clicks on p on image num-
ber j, the scene point S present at 3D location (x, y, j) is
tracked across time and the image that contains the sharpest
image of S is displayed. In this case, refocus is defined as
i = refocus(x, y, j) and thus the resulting index map is
3D. Computing this index map accurately relies on accurate
motion estimation.
In this paper, for simplicity, we choose the 2D definition
of the index map, without explicitly considering the motion.
If a pixel location p is in focus at two or more image in-
dices, we design a refocus(p) such that the index which
yields the seamless refocusing experience is selected. Note
that different designs of refocus(p) may yield different refo-
cusing experience. Ideally, the choice should be made based
on user intention or preference when they click on a pixel in
the viewer. We leave the study of the other definitions and
their impacts on user experience to future work.
4 Focal Sweep Camera
4.1 Prototypes
Focal sweep can be implemented in multiple ways. One way
is to directly sweep the image sensor or camera lens along
the optical axis. A variety of actuators such as voice coil
motors, piezoelectric motors, ultrasonic transducers, and DC
motors can be used to translate the sensor at the optimized
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Fig. 3 Two focal sweep camera prototypes. (a) In Prototype 1, a sensor sweep is driven by a voice coil actuator; (b) In Prototype 2, a lens sweep
is driven by a linear actuator.
speed. Many commercial lenses have built-in auto-focus mech-
anism, which may be programmed to perform focal sweep.
A liquid lens (Ren and Wu, 2007; Ren et al., 2006) which
focuses at different distances when different voltages are ap-
plied is another way to implement focal sweep.
We built two prototype focal sweep cameras as shown in
Figure 3. Prototype 1, as shown in Figure 3 (a), uses a Fuji-
non HF9HA-1B, 9mm, F/1.4, C-mount lens, and a Pointgrey
Flea 3 camera with a max resolution of 1328 × 1048 and a
frame rate of 120fps. The sensor is driven by a voice coil ac-
tuator (BEI LA15-16-024). This setting is similar to the one
used in (Nagahara et al., 2008) for capturing extended depth
of field. The sensor is tethered to a laptop via a USB 3.0 ca-
ble and synced with the motor start/stop signal. The voice
coil motor and the motor controller are able to translate the
sensor at the speed of 1.47mm/s. In almost all scenes that
we have experimented with, the sensor motion is less than
0.3mm to cover the entire desired depth range. With our
120fps camera, this can be completed in less than 0.21 sec-
ond. The major advantage of this implementation is that all
of the parts are off-the-shelf components. This first proto-
type demonstrates that a focal sweep camera can be built
with minimal effort.
Prototype 2, as shown in Figure 3 (b), is a more com-
pact design, in which a sensor secured on a structure and the
lens can be translated during the sensor’s integration time. In
this prototype we use a compact linear actuator instead of a
voice coil motor, allowing us to reduce the camera’s overall
size. The same lens and camera as in Prototype 1 are used.
During the integration time, the sensor is translated from the
near focus position to the far focus position. With this pro-
totype, we are able to translate the sensor at a top speed of
0.9mm/s. The major advantage of this implementation is its
compactness and its close resemblance to existing consumer
point-and-shoot camera designs.





















(a) f - T plot
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(b) f - k plot
N = 1.4
c = 2.2 µm
P = 120 fps
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Fig. 4 For a given pixel size, frame rate, and f-number, the overall
capture time and total image count are highly related to focal length
and scene distance range. (a) shows the f−T plot of the overall capture
time T with respect to focal length f to cover a wide depth range from
0.4m to infinity. (b) shows the f − k plot of the total image number k
with respect to focal length f to cover a wide depth range from 0.4m
to infinity. (c) and (d) show the plots of overall time T and total image
number k with respect to the depth range (in both diopter and meter),
respectively (f = 9mm). In each plot, the red spot indicates the most
typical setting in our implementation.
4.2 Speed and Range of Focal Sweep
As in conventional photography, users first determine the
frame rate P and f-number N according to the speed of ob-
ject motion, the lighting condition, and the desired amount
of defocus in the captured images for each scene. Then,
the ideal speed of sensor sweep s can be computed using
Equation 12. Note that s is independent of camera focus and
depth range of scenes.
Although the sweep speed is independent of the focal
length of a lens and the depth range of a scene, the overall
capture time of a focal stack, T (or the number of images,
k) depend on the focal length and depth range. Consider a
7depth range from 0.4m to infinity, Figure 4 (a) shows how
the overall capture time T varies with focal length f in a
camera with N = 1.4, c = 2.2µm, and P = 120 fps.
From the Thin Lens Law, the distance D required to




(z2 − f)(z1 − f) (13)
When z1  f and z2  f , D is approximately propor-
tional to f2. As a result, when the sensor/lens is translated at
the constant speed as indicated by Equation 12, T increases
proportionally to f2. Figure 4 (b) plots the total number of
captured images, k, with respect to focal length f . Again, k
is proportional to f2.
In many scenarios, the desired depth ranges from a cer-
tain distance, Zmin, to the infinity. Figure 4 (c) and (d) plot
the capture time T and the total image count k with respect
to Zˆmin = 1/Zmin. We can see that both are linear. The
closer the foreground is to the camera the longer the cap-
ture time becomes. The x axis is labeled in the unit of both
diopter (1/m) and distance (m) for easy reference.
It can be noticed from Figure 4 that the required cap-
ture time and image counts have a huge range at different
settings. The red dot in each plot indicates a typical setting
in our implementation. Most of our scenes have depth that
ranges from 0.4m to infinity. So we need to capture about
20 images to sample the entire depth range, which requires
about 0.2sec (with a 9m lens and a 120p sensor). Our proto-
types are also able to capture scenes with smaller Zmin, but
it will take longer time to complete the sweep as shown in
Figure 4 (c). Figure 5 illustrates an example of space-time
focal stack that was captured using our prototype camera.
5 Algorithm
Figure 6 shows an overview of the proposed image process-
ing algoritm. After a stack of images, {F 0i }, are captured,
we first apply a typical multi-scale optical flow algorithm to
estimate frame-to-frame global transformations to account
for hand-shake and correct magnification changes. The sta-
bilized focal stack {Fi} is then used to compute a space-time
in-focus image (Section 5.1) and space-time in-focus index
maps at various scales (Section 5.2). In Section 5.3, we de-
scribe a new approach to merge multi-scale space-time in-
focus index maps into one high-quality space-time in-focus
index map. There are two key ideas in the algorithm:
– At any given scale, we propose a novel approach to com-
pute an index map. In literature, it is common to first
estimate an index map (or depth map) using focus mea-
sure, and then use the index map to produce an all-in-
focus image (Agarwala et al., 2004; Hasinoff and Kutu-
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Fig. 6 A diagram illustrating the process from capturing a space-time
focal stack, to generating an in-focus index map, and to interactive im-
age refocusing.
strategy. We first compute an all-in-focus image without
knowing the index map, and then use the all-in-focus
image to help estimate the index map. We will show the
advantage of using this new strategy.
– We use a pyramid strategy to handle regions with no or
weak texture. For each pixel, we estimate its index (the
frame where it is best focused) at multiple scales. Due to
the scale-space effect (Perona and Malik, 1990), the in-
dex may not be consistent at different scales, especially
in regions with weak or no texture, depth discontinu-
ities, or object motions. This inconsistency is one of the
fundamental difficulties in the algorithm design, and we
show a simple yet effective solution.
5.1 Space-time In-Focus Image
Given a focal stack, we first compute a space-time in-focus
image without the knowledge of an index map. The idea is
inspired by the focal sweep EDOF technique (Kuthirum-
mal et al., 2011). Kuthirummal et al. (2011) show that the
mean of a focal stack preserves image details, and they de-
convolve the averaged image with a (1/x)-shape integrated
point-spread-function (IPSF) to recover an all-in-focus EDOF
image without knowing the depth map. This approach is
further shown to be robust in regions of depth edges, oc-
clusions, and even object motion. In Figure 7, we show the
mean image of a space-time focal stack (a) and the EDOF
image after deconvolution (b).
8(a) A Space-time focal stack (b) 2D slice of the stack
T
X
(c) The first frame (d) The last frame
Fig. 5 A sample space-time focal stack captured using our focal sweep camera prototype 1. (a) A space-time focal stack of 25 images; (b) A 2D
slice of the 3D stack; (c) The first frame of the stack (focused on the foreground); (d) The last frame of the stack (focused on the background). The
frame rate of capturing was 120fps and it took the focal sweep camera about 0.2sec to complete the focal sweep.
(a)  Mean image (b)  Mean image a�er deblurring (c)  Weighted average image Patch in frame 1
Patch in frame 5
Patch in frame 25
Fig. 7 Space-time in-focus images computed using different approaches and their close-ups. (a) The mean of all images in the stack; (b) The mean
image deconvolved using an integrated PSF; (c) Weighted average of all images in the stack; (d) The best focused patches in the captured focal
stack.
Although both (a) and (b) preserve most high frequency
information, the average image yields a low contrast (espe-
cially when the number of images increases), and the decon-
volved EDOF image (b) is prone to image artifacts. In addi-
tion, deconvolution is computationally expensive, especially
for mobile devices.In this paper, we compute a space-time
in-focus image I(x, y) as a weighted sum of all images:
I(x, y) =
ΣiWi(x, y) · Fi(x, y)
ΣiWi(x, y) + 
, (14)
where the weight Wi(x) is defined as the variance of the
Laplacian patch:
Wi(x, y) = V(4Pi(x, y, d)). (15)
Pi(x, y, d) here represents a patch of size d centered at (x, y)
in the ith frame. With this strategy, severely blurred patches
will have much less weight than sharper patches do, reduc-
ing the hazy effects that one often sees in the averaged im-
age from Figure 7(a). As shown in (c), the weighted sum is
sharp and has high contrast even without deconvolution. Al-
though the weighted sum (c) is sometimes not as sharp as the
deblurred image (b), it avoids the risk of producing decon-
volution artifacts and reduces the halo effects introduced by
object motions. Note that our final goal is not to produce an
all-in-focus image, but to use an all-in-focus image to com-
pute the in-focus index map. For this purpose, it is important
to have an all-in-focus image that is free of high-frequency
artifacts.
5.2 Space-time In-focus Index Maps at Various Scales
We use the computed all-in-focus image I(x, y) to help esti-
mate in-focus index map. For each pixel location (x, y), we
look for the frame where its surrounding patch is most sim-
ilar in high frequencies to that in I(x, y). Then, the in-focus
index map IMap(x) is estimated as:
IMap(x, y) = argmin
i
S(Fi(x, y), I(x, y)), (16)
where S measures the high frequency similarity between Fi
and I at each pixel and is defined as
S(P,Q) = | 4 (P−Q)| ⊗ u(r), (17)
where the bold P and Q denote the patches at P and Q,
respectively,⊗ is convolution, and u(r) is a pillbox function
9(a) A pyramid of space-�me in-focus images
(b) A pyramid of space-�me index maps
(c) Reliable index map
(d) Image segmenta�on
(e) Final index map
(f) Index map (comparison)
Fig. 8 (a) A pyramid of space-time in-focus images; (b) A pyramid of space-time index maps; (c) A reliable index map that is computed from
(b) using index consistence; (d) An over-segmentation of the full-resolution in-focus image; (e) Our final depth map computed from (c) and (d)
by hole-filling; (f) An index map computed using a traditional algorithm which uses difference-of-Gaussians as focus measure (Agarwala et al.,
2004; Hasinoff and Kutulakos, 2009) and Graph-cut for global optimization(Boykov and Kolmogorov, 2004).
of radius r. The key idea here is to measure the similarity in
high frequencies. The weighted mean image preserves good
high frequencies as in the best focused layer even at depth
discontinuities and for moving objects. By convolving with
u(r), we consider a neighborhood in processing each pixel.
5.3 Merging and Interpolating Index Maps
Due to the scale-space effect and depth discontinuities, the
index maps computed at different scales (or different neigh-
borhood size r) can be significantly different. Figure 8 (b)
shows the index map pyramid IMap(i), i = 1, 2, . . . , k,
where k is the total number of the levels of the pyramid.
At each level, the focal stack reduces its spatial resolution
by 2 × 2 from its upper level. The index maps at different
scales are significantly different, especially at depth bound-
aries. It is a challenging problem to pick the right scale for
each pixel.
We propose a novel multi-scale technique to solve this
problem in four steps.
1. Compute one index map IMap(i) at each level i, i =
1, 2, . . . , k.
2. Construct a reliable but sparse index map IMap0 by
only accepting indices that are consistent in all levels:
IMap0(x,y)=






τ is set to a small number to enforce consistency. One
sample is shown in Figure 8 (c). (We use d = 7, k =
7, r = 5 in our implementation.) The pixels with no in-
dex assignment are shown in black. The observation is
that the index map is dense in regions of rich texture, and
sparse in non-textured regions and depth boundaries.
3. Over-segment the in-focus image I(x, y). An image seg-
mentation algorithm like graph-cut assigns a color or
number to each pixel, as shown in Figure 8 (d). Each
connected region with the same color assignment is de-
fined as a segment.
4. In each segment, fill the holes in IMap0 by interpolation
according to the following two simple rules:
– If a segment has m or more valid (and reliable) in-
dices, do interpolation by fitting a plane to the valid
indices.
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– If the number of valid indices is less thanm, do near-
est neighbor interpolation.
This gives us the final index map IMap(x, y). Our ob-
servation is that segments in a textured region have many
reliable indices in IMap0, which yield a reliable plane fit-
ting; segments in a texture-less region or depth discontinu-
ities have few indices and so the nearest neighbor interpola-
tion propagates index information from the region boundary.
It is important to note that a smoothed index map at
depth boundary must be avoided, because it would cause
the image to be refocused to a middle depth where neither
foreground nor background is correctly focused. Our obser-
vation is that IMap0 is very sparse along depth boundaries.
By doing nearest neighbor interpolation, we avoid smooth-
ing out the index map in these regions. Nearest neighbor
interpolation may not be able to produce an accurate spa-
tial boundary between foreground and background, but for-
tunately, users are much more tolerant to this spatial inaccu-
racy. This is because user input itself (e.g., a finger tapping
on a touch screen) has much lower precision than image res-
olution.
Figure 8 (d) shows a result of image over-segmentation
using Graph-cut (d), and Figure 8 (e) shows the index map
after interpolation. We can see that the index map is sharp at
depth boundaries, and smooth in non-textured regions.
6 Experiments
We captured a variety of indoor and outdoor scenes to demon-
strate that the proposed camera is well-suited to photograph
common daily scenes. Shown in Figure 9 are 4 duration fo-
cal stacks selected from a larger collection. In each dataset
we show 2 images from the focal stack as well as the com-
puted in-focus image and the associated index map. Note
that none of these index maps have obvious holes or arti-
facts, even in regions of weak or no texture. The index maps
are also sharper at depth boundaries.
We qualitatively evaluated the index maps generated by
our proposed algorithm with the ones generated using the
traditional focus measure maximization algorithm. Various
definitions of focus measure exist in literature(Nayar and
Nakagawa, 1990; Nayar et al., 1996; Subbarao and Tyan,
1998; Xiong and Shafer, 1993). We adopted the one used in
the photomontage paper (Agarwala et al., 2004), in which
the focus measure is defined as a simple local contrast ac-
cording to the Difference-of-Gaussians filter. For the index
maps generated by Difference-of-Gaussians filter, we fur-
ther polished the results using Graph-cut (Boykov and Kol-
mogorov, 2004). Graph-cut as a global optimization tech-
nique helps fill out the holes and smooths the index map,
as shown in Figure 8 (f). 8 (e) shows that the proposed al-
gorithm produces better results in non-textured or specular
regions and depth discontinuities, which are important for
image refocusing.
A refocusing viewer has been implemented to allow in-
teraction with the captured duration focal stacks. In the refo-
cusing viewer, for any pixel (x, y) that a user clicks, the dis-
played image transitions from the present image to the im-
age indexed by IMap(x, y). The transition is made smooth
by sequentially displaying the images between the present
index to IMap(x, y). We have made our refocusing viewer
available online at www.focalsweep.com.
7 Summary and Discussion
In this paper, we have presented a focal sweep imaging sys-
tem to capture duration focal stacks for refocusing. The pro-
posed camera sweeps its focal plane at a sufficiently high
speed so that the aggregated DOF of the captured focal stack
efficiently and completely covers the desired depth range.
The major benefit of focal sweep imaging systems lies in the
fact that the camera directly captures all the images required
for refocusing. While light field cameras, which are com-
monly used for refocusing, require significant sacrifice of
image resolution, our system produces high-quality, artifact-
free, full-resolution images at every focus with minimal com-
putation cost.
Due to object motion, each pixel that a user clicks on
might correspond to different objects at different focus lay-
ers (or time points). For example, a defocused object in mo-
tion often appears blended with its background object; there
could be cases when it is preferred to estimate object motion
and perform refocusing along the estimated motion trajec-
tory. Solving these ambiguities often requires a deeper un-
derstanding of user intentions. In this paper, however, we
choose a simple design by not explicitly considering ob-
ject motion in the algorithm design. There are other pos-
sible refocusing choices as discussed in Section 3.2, which
deal with the ambiguities in different manners. We decide to
leave them as future work.
The focal sweep functionality could potentially be added
to many of the existing cameras with minimal modifica-
tions. The modification could be as simple as a firmware
update. Auto-focus has become a standard feature in cam-
eras across all categories, from cell phone cameras to profes-
sional SLRs. An image is typically captured after the camera
adjusts its focus–either by moving the sensor (cell phone)
or changing the relative distance between the optical com-
ponents within a lens (SLR). In comparison, a focal stack
is captured while the focal plane of the imaging system is
swept through a predefined range. By proper control of syn-
chronization between image captures and focus adjustment,
many of the existing cameras can be used to capture focal
sweep photographs.
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       (a) First frame 
(focus on foreground)
        (b) Last frame
(focus on background)
Fig. 9 More experimental results. Each row corresponds to a scene. From left to right, (a) and (b) are the first and last frames captured with focal
sweep, (c) are the computed space-time in-focus images, and (d) are the estimated space-time in-focus index maps. The resulting index maps are
used for image refocusing, as demonstrated on our website www.focalsweep.com.
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